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Evanna Hu, CEO of The University of Chicago Microfinance Initiative, Steps Down and Passes On 
Leadership 
 
Evanna Hu, CEO of The University of Chicago Microfinance Initiative (UCMI), announces her resignation 
from UCMI during its Annual Celebration on Thursday, February 23rd, 2012. She passes leadership to Ryan 
Hammond and Ryan Malitz.  
 
CHICAGO (February 27, 2012)- During UCMI’s Annual Celebration on Thursday, February 23rd, Founder 
and CEO Evanna Hu announced that she will officially step down from her leadership position on 
Monday, February 27. She will be moving to Nairobi, Kenya in March to work on g.Maarifa, a mobile 
texting and gaming platform for secondary school dropouts. Ryan Hammond, previously the MD of 
Investment, and Ryan Malitz, previously the MD of Consulting, will step up to the leadership position. 
They will officially start in their new positions on Monday, February 27, 2012. 
 
Ms. Hu founded UCMI in March 2010 in order to expose the Chicago community to social finance, with a 
focus on microfinance, and to train the next generation interested in social impact. She led the creation of 
the current dual-prong structure of consulting and investment. Under her leadership, UCMI grew 
tremendously to the currently capped 30 Investment and Consulting Associates and boasts 
accomplishments parallel of those of established firms. UCMI is known for its quality client deliverables, 
thorough and forward-looking White Papers, and sound due diligence. One of its deliverable was 
included in a U.S. Senate bill, and the Gates Foundation has expressed interest in its white paper on clean 
technology. Two of the work-in-progress white papers will be displayed at the Chicago Microfinance 
Conference. UCMI is now considered a premier student-run non-profit in the world and is a prominent 
player in the development of the microfinance industry in the Midwest.  It is a shortlist nominee for 
Kairos Society’s 50 World Most Innovative Student-Led Ventures. 
 
“Stepping down from UCMI is one of the hardest things I have ever done. UCMI was pretty much my life 
for the past two years. I loved working and developing UCMI. I especially loved the people I worked with 
and greatly appreciative of all the support and enthusiasm I received from the microfinance and social 
finance industries. I will sorely miss UCMI. I am confident that Ryan Hammond and Ryan Malitz will do an 
exceptional job and continue to steer UCMI to greater height.” Ms. Hu will be continuing transition work 
until later this week. 
 
The University of Chicago Microfinance Initiative is a student-run and advisor-led non-profit that aims to 
educate the community about social finance, specifically microfinance, and to help socially minded 
organizations have great impact.  
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